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It seemed like a clear way to build he was speed and the set of crits. However his S1 got a speed buff if he landed crying. Also his S3 benefited from that speed buff that increased the damage of the S3. So wouldn't crit/crit/crit set work better? To get him to 100 percent crit? I also don't know if his S3 was affected by the attack or speed. I've tried to test it and it seems the attack
might influence from what I gathered. If you know better please let me know and show me the cidd pictures you build and how he is fair in pvp and boss. thank you. Fast guys before my post delete mode:Cidd is better with speed or attack? my team already has a def casting. and how do you build him? Page 2 comments Are basically above. I LOVE my Cidd, I know he may have
to have an ATK set instead but I like to have a bajillion turn even though I can't always be a full shot of HP mons with the S3. It's satisfying as fuck. My problem is that it feels absolutely impossible to guarantee any synergy with the other units I have. Buffs are on time isn't an espouse thing if they're 1 turn (ala Achates' S2) because although it looks like the next enemy in turn order,
Cidd will STILL go first and poof, the buff goes. So my question - who are you going to walk with this fast smooth devil? Is it the best way to forego buffing units and have a fully centralized team? Is there something else I'm not thinking that can synchow well with him? He was my first thought and only 6* so I really wanted to build a major team of killers around him. Please share
your thoughts! I wouldn't list all of my units or anything, but as long as it's not Diene, Bellona or any 4+ ML units (I have G.Aither, Celeste and Arwell, and 3* ML staples regular rubbish), I'll take whatever idea you get and compare it to my existing schedule. Basically I want to see who you're going to run with a unit like that. Is it the only way to have an equally fast team? Debuff
experts? Will Dingo be fit? Also what healer would mesh best with him? Very curious to hear some opinions, cheers!P.S. I'm very close to 6* second unit, and I think it's usually recommended to do your 2nd tank, but I'm still not sure where Cecilia is right for me (although she's the only tank I've used so far), and also consider G.Aither. Yes he is technically cured but.. he scales
from ATK and makes DPS and I think he would really shine as 6*, whatcha think? I now raise him to 5 stars and I love him a lot. Is he worth 6 starring and what he's absolutely brilliant? Coupled with how his ML suit compares to him as if it were drastically better, I would leave the usual Cidd where he was and focus on Hazel's specific changes. Page 2 35 comments
youtu.be/f9yia2 ... From here, 2i.redd.it/hliymu I was lucky and drawn 3 dupes - who should I eat them? One of them will probably be used to raid or PVP - so either the Cidd + def break speed will be more of Silence A. Cidd. My usual team are some combinations of Angelica + Tamarine + Luna + 1 other for PVE and Angelica + Dizziness + ML Aramintha + 1 other for PVP. Page
2 13 comments Hey guys i only pulled Assassin Cidd today and just wanted to make sure if worth it on top of the usual A.Cidd IMO Cidd had a drop on the S1 but noticed having a lower rating score than the usual Cidd, can anyone explain who is better and why? because both appear to be DPSPage 2 comments
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